
Sermon 19: Revelation 3:1-6: Sardis 

 

OUTLINE 

 

Looking inward 

Looking backward 

Looking forward 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Sardis as a church was very similar to Sardis as a town, apathetic, not vigilant and 

comfortable.  The town of Sardis was built on a nearly inaccessible town.  It held a very 

strong military position.  Sardis had a history of wealth, King Creosus who was very rich 

reigned from Sardis.  Sardis was attacked by Cyrus, but it was proverbially difficult to 

capture.  It had steep sheer cliffs on three sides.  But 14 days into the siege a small group 

of Persian troops climbed the cliff at a place where no guard was stationed, for they felt 

secure no one would come from there, and the city fell.  It suffered this sort of defeat twice 

in its history.  Sardis is a town like San-Francisco or Christchurch it experienced a large 

earthquake in 17 A.D. and was exempt from taxes in order to rebuild.  The town also had a 

very large Jewish population with a synagogue the size of a football field. 

 

Sardis and Laodicea are the two churches that experience the strongest rebukes, and 

neither of them has mentioned an experience of persecution.  The two churches that were 

most hard pressed, Smyrna and Philadelphia, receive no rebuke at all.  Given the large 

Jewish population there would have been a large Jewish influence, perhaps the Roman 

persecution of the Christians was less emphasized due to the Jewish protection.  Or perhaps 

the church in Sardis was not making any waves either with Rome or the Jews.  Beale 

suggests that Sardis was failing in their witness and therefore they were not suffering.  This 

seems to be confirmed by the fact that in the promises of Christ to those who overcome He 

promises to confess the name of the overcomer before His Father in heaven 3:5.  This 

promise is linked to the words of Christ that speak about those being too ashamed of Him 

before Him, He will disown and those who confess Him before men, He will confess them 

before His Father in heaven, (Matt. 10:32-33).  This linked with the fact that the majority of 

the congregation had stained clothing representing a compromised holiness, one where no 

blatant sins are mentioned.  It is felt that a general worldliness and materialism had numbed 

them and made them an insipid witness.   

 

Christ tells them to look within, back and forward in His letter to this church. 

 

Looking inward 

 

The first thing Christ tells them to do is to examine the inward reality behind the mask of 

what everyone else sees, 3:1-2, ‘"And to the angel of the church in Sardis write: 'The words 

of him who has the seven spirits of God and the seven stars.  "'I know your works. You have 



the reputation of being alive, but you are dead. 2 Wake up, and strengthen what remains 

and is about to die, for I have not found your works complete in the sight of my God.’  

 

We can deduce from Christ’s words that the outsider would not see the spiritual prognosis 

given by Christ.  The other churches would in on Sardis and perhaps see a large and 

wealthy congregation, lots of programs and business, well liked teachers, and a good 

reputation in the town.  However, Christ says they are dead.  He makes a bold declaration 

here but this must be balanced with the next verse, ‘what is about to die.’  A puppet can 

appear alive and be dead; a corpse with make-up can appear sleeping and not dead, and a 

church can be going through the motions having something on every day of the week and 

be dead.  We can understand their deadness in 4 ways. 

 

Firstly, they may be dead in the sense that they have become habitual and mechanical in 

their existence.  There are deeds to help people with no love, worship on a Sunday with no 

delighting in God, programs that are doing no good but run for their own sake.  Please 

remember that it is not only traditional churches that fall into heartless rote, but even those 

newer so called Spirit filled churches fall into their routines and grooves.  The problem being 

addressed here is not one of traditional versus contemporary but heartless and lifeless 

church in any form.  You will know this is true of you if church is a burden and a bore, if you 

do things because that’s what you’ve always done not because you want to or can instantly 

articulate the purpose for what you do.  If you catch yourself mouthing empty words 

without emotion during worship, drifting off to other thoughts during the preaching and 

praying for the intercessory prayer to be over instead of praying with the worship leader.   

Second, their deadness may be in their existence as a church but not as a witness and not 

in fulfilling the Great Commission.  There is no witness therefore there is no salt and life.  

Because there is no gospel witness there is no perpetuation of life just survival.  And 

because there is no witness there is no persecution.  Maybe they have been cowed out of 

their witness and need boldness or they have lost their need to speak about salvation from 

sin because they have lost sight of the gospel.  This would be the deadness experienced by 

a Liberal church.  They have lost their confidence in the word, lost their need to have a 

saviour who needs to placate God’s wrath, a hell to punish sin justly, and a devil who lies to 

us.  Therefore they do not think God will send anyone to hell so that church no longer needs 

to be a prophet calling people to repent but a Good Samaritan helping people out.   

Thirdly, they could be dead due to ease and materialism.  We know how the Jews were 

seduced into laxity and compromise by their easy life in Canaan.  Life can become about 

pursuing things and success and church is another club we attend, a low level commitment 

social club that helps me attain my goals.  When we are busy pursuing our selfish agendas 

we wont have much time for God’s will and our works will be lacking.   

Fourthly, we can die through assimilating the culture, losing our uniqueness and become 

toothless and clawless through being contaminated by the world’s ways, values, worldview 

and ethics.   

 

In every instance we can exist but be weightless and useless.  We may have a name and a 

building but we would for all of God’s intents and purposes be dead.  And in all of these 

instances we would not be glorifying God.  The habitual Christian presents God as boring, 



insufficient to stimulate us and hold our attention, and He is not presented as precious and 

infinite in every way.  A failure to witness calls God a liar because His threats for the 

unbeliever are not believed, there is no urgency shown in our putting our own lives at risk to 

save others.  If we are dead on account of materialism we are saying that God is not as 

precious as the fading things of this world.  And if we are dead on account of assimilating 

the world’s ideas we tell the world that they have already arrived and don’t need to change.   

 

Looking backwards              

 

Christ calls upon the church in Sardis to wake up, or literally be watchful unlike the men in 

Sardis’s history who did not watch the cliffs, as well as to strengthen what remains.  But 

how, Christ tells them in v3, ‘Remember, then, what you received and heard. Keep it, and 

repent. If you will not wake up, I will come like a thief, and you will not know at what hour I 

will come against you.’  What was it that this church received and heard at first?  It would 

have been the gospel.  They had lost sight of the gospel and needed to return to the 

greatness of grace in the gospel.  Timothy Keller in his book Centre Church defines revival 

as gospel renewal.  Listen to this excerpt from his book: 

‘Personal gospel renewal means the gospel doctrines of sin and grace are actually 

experienced, not just known intellectually. This personal renewal includes an awareness and 

conviction of one’s own sin and alienation from God and comes from seeing in ourselves 

deeper layers of self-justification, unbelief, and self-righteousness than we have ever seen 

before. There is a new, commensurate grasp of the wonder of forgiveness and grace as we 

shed these attitudes and practices and rest in Christ alone for salvation. Perhaps we have 

previously said that we were “resting in Christ’s work, not our own work” for salvation, but 

when we experience gospel renewal, we have a new clarity about what this means in our 

mind and a new experience of actually doing it with our heart. 

Corporate gospel renewal — what has sometimes been called “revival” — is a season in 

which a whole body of believers experience personal gospel renewal together. Over time, all 

churches, no matter how sound their theology, tend to lose sight of the uniqueness of the 

gospel and fall into practices that conform more to other religions or to irreligion. Their 

doctrinal instruction loses sight of how each doctrine plays a role in the gospel message, and 

their moral instruction is not grounded in and motivated by the finished work and grace of 

Christ. The leaders of the church must always be bringing the gospel to bear on people’s 

minds and hearts so that they see it as not just a set of beliefs but as a power that changes 

us profoundly and continually. Without this kind of application of the gospel, mere teaching, 

preaching, baptizing, and catechizing are not sufficient. 

Richard Lovelace was a student of the history of revivals. He sought to discover what, for all 

their apparent differences, they had in common. He concluded that while Christians know 

intellectually that their justification (acceptance by God) is the basis for their sanctification 

(their actual moral behavior), in their actual “day-to-day existence . . . they rely on their 

sanctification for their justification . . . drawing their assurance of acceptance with God from 

their sincerity, their past experience of conversion, their recent religious performance or the 

relative infrequency of their conscious, willful disobedience.” 



In other words, revivals and renewals are necessary because the default mode of the human 

heart is works-righteousness — we do not ordinarily live as if the gospel is true. 

Christians often believe in their heads that “Jesus accepts me; therefore I will live a good 

life,” but their hearts and actions are functioning practically on the principle “I live a good 

life; therefore Jesus accepts me.” The results of this inversion are smug self-satisfaction (if 

we feel we are living up to standards) or insecurity, anxiety, and self- hatred (if we feel we 

are failing to live up). In either case, the results are defensiveness, a critical spirit, racial or 

cultural ethnocentricity to bolster a sense of righteousness, an allergy to change, and other 

forms of spiritual deadness, both individual and corporate. 

In sharp contrast, the gospel of sheer grace offered to hopeless sinners will humble and 

comfort all at once. The results are joy, a willingness to admit faults, graciousness with all, 

and a lack of self-absorption. 

Because we don’t really believe the gospel deep down — because we are living as if we save 

ourselves — our hearts find ways of either rejecting or reengineering the doctrine (as in 

liberal theology) or of mentally subscribing to the doctrine while functionally trusting and 

resting in our own moral and doctrinal goodness (as in “dead orthodoxy”). As a result, 

individuals and churches experience a slow spiritual deadening over the years, unless some 

sort of renewal/revival dynamic arrests it.’1 

When we lose sight of the wonder of the gospel it is normal for us to fall for the pseudo-

wonders of sin.  The gospel of course is more than mere justification is includes everything 

from our predestination in eternity past to our eternal inheritance in the new creation.  If we 

will return to this, if Sardis will return to see their unworthiness and the generosity and 

grace of God in the gospel the holy life lived in joy will result.  If not the world seems 

delightful, suffering to be avoided, and no purpose to a missions oriented church.  It is this 

need for a Spirit refreshing that probably accounts for Christ’s self-description as the one 

‘who has the seven Spirits of God.’ 

 

Looking forward 

 

Christ gives warnings and promises about the future.  Firstly, if this church will not 

remember the gospel they received, if they will not return to their first love and their first 

works, Jesus will come in a mini-judgement, like thief.  To neglect the gospel, to live as a 

lifeless church is obviously a sin that needs correcting, and as with all of God’s dealings with 

His children, if they will not judge themselves He will do it for the salvation of their souls, 1 

Cor. 11:31-32, ‘But if we judged ourselves truly, we would not be judged. 32 But when we 

are judged by the Lord, we are disciplined so that we may not be condemned along with the 

world.’   

 

As with many bad churches Sardis is not all bad, there are those who have retained their 

witness and holiness, v4, ‘Yet you have still a few names in Sardis, people who have not 

soiled their garments, and they will walk with me in white, for they are worthy.’  Christ has 

given warnings to the backslidden in heart, now He gives assurances to those who have 

                                                        
1
 Faithgateway.com, Revival: The need for Gospel Renewal, Tim Keller, accessed 2015.   



been gospel centred and living as they ought in bold, holy witness.  Christ extrapolates on 

the rewards for the faithful, these rewards would extend to those in Sardis who may be 

backslidden now but will repent.  Those who refuse to repent are probably not saved.  Christ 

lists three benefits, v5, ‘The one who conquers will be clothed thus in white garments, and I 

will never blot his name out of the book of life. I will confess his name before my Father and 

before his angels.’  Firstly, we see that Christ promises that the saints will be dressed in 

white garments, what are these?  Revelation 7:13-14 speaks about those who endure in the 

Great Tribulation receiving white robes, ‘Then one of the elders addressed me, saying, "Who 

are these, clothed in white robes, and from where have they come?" 14 I said to him, "Sir, 

you know." And he said to me, "These are the ones coming out of the great tribulation. 

They have washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb.’  However, 

we also see the believer’s good deeds being spoken of as clothing, 19:8, ‘it was granted her 

to clothe herself with fine linen, bright and pure"—for the fine linen is the righteous deeds of 

the saints.’  We will also see those who were faithful in witness and were martyred were 

given white robes, 6:11, ‘Then they were each given a white robe and told to rest a little 

longer, until the number of their fellow servants and their brothers should be complete, who 

were to be killed as they themselves had been.’  We need not choose which white robes are 

being emphasized for the need is for all three.  We need Christ’s righteousness for salvation, 

we need to produce good deeds, and if needed we should be willing to be martyred in 

faithful witness.  The robes speak of salvation and faithfulness, and those who are faithful 

will be dressed in white. 

 

The second blessing is that our names will not be blotted out of the book of life.  This has 

mistakenly been taken by Arminians and others as a threat that one can lose their salvation, 

but there are various reasons to refuse this interpretation.  Firstly, there is no other promise 

at the end of the letters that have this threat; it is out of step with the whole promise theme 

that ends every letter.  Secondly, in the book of Revelation those who are going to be 

judged are never described as those who were once written in the book of life and then 

blotted out but rather those who were never written in it to begin with 13:8, 17:8.  Thirdly, 

Christ is making a positive statement by negation, the reason for this negation can easily be 

understood when one realises that in the Jewish synagogue Jews prayed that God would 

blot Christians names out of God’s book.  This is an affirmation against the hopes of the 

unbelieving Jews.  It is a positive statement about inclusion and being a part of God’s people 

even though they are rejected by the Jews and Romans.   

 

The third blessing is Christ confessing their names before the Father.  What is wonderful to 

behold is that Christ does not say it is impossible to repent but holds out hope to this so far 

disobedient people.  He tells them that if they are faithful and return to their gospel witness 

they can be assured of Christ confessing them before the Father. Those who are God’s 

people would feel the threat of the warnings and the hope of the blessings and respond and 

those who are not born again would ignore them and not change.   

 

Lessons from this church are poignant given our tendency in western churches today.  Ease 

and materialise are opiates that easily lull us into sleep.  Our lack of persecution and living in 

the wake of a Christianised West give us a sense of false security and no urgency.  We too 



need to be inward looking to see if we are dead, backward looking to appreciate the gospel 

and the power and motivation it gives and forward looking taking heed to the warnings and 

being stirred by the blessings and promises.     

  

 

   


